
Make your  
cash flow –  
with Stenn.



Turn capital  
into cash.
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Welcome to Stenn, your partner for cross-border trade 
finance. We look at global trade differently. Where most 

people see factories, warehouses and container ships, 

we see frozen capital! This lack of fast, flexible liquidity 

stops businesses from taking advantage of growth  

opportunities.

To help you stay in the fast lane, Stenn offers what  

traditional banks don’t: ready liquidity for orders and 

products, and quick decisions based on experience  

and trust. This is especially crucial for fast-moving  

consumer goods (FMCG) and raw materials, where a  

successful deal often ships within hours. That’s why  

a growing number of suppliers and buyers opt for  

short-term trade financing through Stenn.



Products, capital and customers are the 

foundation for every business, but without 

liquidity they cannot generate value. To 

solve this dilemma, Stenn has developed 

three ways for companies to build a more 

successful business – independent of their 

bank, and without pledging collateral.

Our core competence: 
Cross-border trade finance 

Stenn ensures liquidity throughout the 

supply chain. From order to invoicing,  

our customers pick the perfect time to 

quickly turn frozen capital into ready cash.

 Like  
your  
    bank.  
Just better.
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POF: Purchase Order Financing
Stenn’s client receives a binding purchase order from a buyer, and 

in turn places a purchase order with a supplier. Stenn pays the 

supplier as soon as the goods are shipped. The buyer pays Stenn 

on the invoice due date and Stenn remits proceeds to the client.

PSF: Pre-Shipment Financing  
Stenn supports suppliers with financing for raw materials and 

production, paying the invoice value at shipment. The buyer pays 

Stenn on the invoice due date, benefitting from full liquidity. 

ARF: Accounts Receivable Financing 
Stenn pays suppliers at shipment and assumes the credit risk. 

Buyers have up to 120 days to generate income and pay Stenn. 

Non-recourse financing gives suppliers peace of mind.

Our Products
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Suppliers:
Don’t wait to 
get paid.

As a supplier, you’re proud of your products. 
Stenn helps you take pride in your payment con-

ditions as well. With a healthy cash flow you can 

offer customers ideal purchasing terms while 

producing goods quickly and flexibly.



Buyers:
Sell now. 
Pay later.

As a buyer, you’re looking for both:  
reliable, affordable suppliers – and  

satisfied, loyal customers. In between,  

you make a profit. With Stenn, your  

suppliers receive their money immediately, 

but you have up to 120 days to sell  

products and settle the invoice.



Raw materials, production, shipping, delivery time, payment 

terms – they all tie up capital, block liquidity and limit growth. 

Stenn improves your cash flow so you can offer attractive  

payment terms and grow your business. Gain a real competitive 

advantage through:

 ` Offering open account terms  
 ` Increased liquidity 
 ` 100 % payment security 
 ` Independence from banks 

Stenn assumes your receivables and guarantees payment –  

at fair, transparent conditions. 

 ` Suppliers

Ship your goods. 
Not your capital.

At Stenn 
financing 
decisions 
usually
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Your business is getting faster every day. Availability,  

inventory, and the right product range are decisive factors  

for successful sales. Stenn helps to maintain flexible  

access to your capital, instead of tying it up in stock. This  

offers you four distinct benefits:

 ` Steady cash flow 
 ` Satisfied suppliers 
 ` Untapped credit lines 
 ` Independence from banks

Your business becomes more predictable and secure,  

and you have greater freedom.

Lock in your profit. 
Not your financial  
resources.

 ` Buyers

take  
48 hours, 
not weeks.



USA: A provider of recreational products 
had bank lines that lagged behind company 
growth. Thanks to Stenn, the manufacturer  
now purchases on open account terms  
directly from suppliers, bypassing expensive 
in-country agents.

USA: A sports apparel giant wanted to  
do business in a country not served by its 
inter national bank. With Stenn’s help, they  
established a financing program to support  
a distributor-partner in Peru, who now has  
time to sell the goods before payment is due. 

Ecuador: A frozen seafood producer needed 
funds to source raw materials from a supplier 
who demanded upfront payment. Receivables 
financing from Stenn provides the liquidity 
needed for smooth business operations.

Not a bank. 
 A problem-solver.O
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With a strong global presence and specialized local knowledge, Stenn facilitates 

cross-border trade around the world. Here are just a few examples of how we assist  

our clients. How can we support you?

UK: To finance purchases through sales,  
a furniture importer needed longer payment 
terms than suppliers were able to provide. 
Stenn paid for the purchases, giving the  
furniture retailer freedom to grow further.

India: A minerals exporter hit a roadblock 
when negotiating terms with a buyer. Stenn 
structured a solution that met the liquidity 
needs of both parties, allowing the deal to  
go forward.

China: A manufacturer of heating  
components had always demanded cash  
up front, concerned about defaults. But new 
potential buyers requested open account 
terms. Stenn’s non-recourse financing helped 
the manufacturer make important new sales.

Dubai: A textile retailer was paying suppliers 
in advance, but offering 90-day terms to some 
customers. Today, Stenn bridges this funding 
gap, helping the retailer achieve and maintain 
rapid growth.
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Founded in 2015. 
 With 125 years’ experience.

Stenn’s visionary innovator. Greg  
Karpovsky has been a pioneer  
in trade finance for more than  
20 years. He is a determined,  
successful entre preneur with an  
exceptional history of founding  
and growing businesses.

Stenn is proud to have Kerstin C. 
Braun at the helm of Stenn Group. 
Over the past two decades, she has 
achieved profitable growth in several 
countries for multinational finance 
and insurance providers, including 
Coface.

Greg Karpovsky
Founder and Executive Chairman

Dr. Kerstin C. Braun
President, Stenn Group



Stenn’s in-depth financial expertise means security for our clients. 
That’s why Stenn only employs international experts with a strong 

track record in cross-border financing. We’re a young company, but 

have over a century of cumulative experience – with people, markets 

and companies. This is our most important capital.

Stenn relies on Colin Lynch’s  
com prehensive experience: over 
three decades in financial control  
at banking and financing institutions 
including HSBC. He is responsible  
for our risk management, liquidity 
management, forecasting and  
strategy. 

Stenn benefits from the profound 
expertise of Celine Hartmanshenn, 
a bold leader with over 25 years in 
finance. She previously served at 
AIG where she set risk management 
strategies with respect to companies, 
countries and industry sectors. 

Stenn’s steadfast creator. With over 
20 years in the financial and legal 
sectors, including Clifford Chance, 
Andrey Polevoy draws on a broad 
range of expertise: from investments, 
risk management and international 
supply chain management, to debt 
and equity restructuring. 

Founded in 2015. 
 With 125 years’ experience.

Andrey Polevoy
Founder

Celine Hartmanshenn
Global Head of Credit

Colin Lynch
Chief Financial Officer



Breaking new  
 ground: Stenn.
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Breaking new  
 ground: Stenn.

Quick, easy, reliable financing for international trade is not a new idea, 

but Stenn redefines the standards and improves the whole factoring  

process. This enables companies to grow faster.

The equity behind this comes from Stenn, supported by renowned  

international partners. They recognize the potential that Stenn offers  

to global growth markets – and already provide $600 million in  

financial coverage. Trend: Rising.



Makes your cash flow.

stenn.com

V101, 1-45 Durham Street
London SE11 5JH
United Kingdom

Argentina

China

Germany

Hong Kong

India

Netherlands 

Singapore

UK

USA


